We report the generation of the second to the sixth harmonics of a fundamental frequency covering two and a half octaves in a multiply-periodically poled lithium tantalate crystal by cascaded quasi-phase-matched frequency mixing. A frequency comb that is composed of these harmonics will permit the synthesis of a train of periodic subcycle subfemtosecond pulses in a compact setting. , by mixing pulses from a mode-locked laser with pulses from a synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillator (OPO) [6] or by difference-frequency mixing to produce a wideband frequency spectrum [7] . These approaches employ high-power lasers and/or complex optical arrangements to generate the comb frequencies. It is desirable to explore alternatives that can be compact and efficient for the same purpose. The frequency q and phase q of the qth component of a frequency comb useful for periodic waveform synthesis can be expressed as [8] 
Fourier synthesis of periodic subfemtosecond light pulses consists of the generation and the superposition of a properly phased comb of equally spaced optical frequencies [1] . There are two main approaches that have been used to generate frequency combs. In one approach, phase-coherent frequency combs are generated by driving a Raman coherence adiabatically [2] or impulsively [3] . Another approach employs phase-locking two or more cw [4] or modelocked Ti:sapphire lasers [5] , by mixing pulses from a mode-locked laser with pulses from a synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillator (OPO) [6] or by difference-frequency mixing to produce a wideband frequency spectrum [7] . These approaches employ high-power lasers and/or complex optical arrangements to generate the comb frequencies. It is desirable to explore alternatives that can be compact and efficient for the same purpose.
The frequency q and phase q of the qth component of a frequency comb useful for periodic waveform synthesis can be expressed as [8] 
where m is the comb frequency spacing, 0 is a static offset phase, and m is the phase difference between adjacent comb components; q is an integer with value from a few for the Raman approach to tens of thousands for the mode-locked lasers approaches. Equation (1) shows that all the components of the comb are simply harmonics of m , a condition where the comb frequencies are called being commensurate. Since harmonics can be generated by nonlinear optical mixing [9] , the case of generating a commensurate comb can amount to generating as many harmonics of an initial frequency m by nonlinear mixing as is practical. Once generated it follows from Fourier transform theory that such a comb would synthesize to periodic pulses. The temporal pulse spacing will be 2c / m , where c is the speed of light, and the pulse width will be of the order of 2c / ͑n m ͒ where n is the number of harmonics in the comb.
A common approach to generating laser harmonics is phase-matched harmonic generation and mixing using birefringent crystals. Owing to the nature of phase matching the harmonics are phase coherent relative to each other. However, birefringent phase matching has beam walk-offs, and polarization correction is required to generate many harmonics so that the process is quite complicated. There would be phase fluctuations when the harmonics are split and then recombined during generation. Thus using birefringent phase matching will require elaborate phase locking and stabilization to maintain phase coherence among the harmonics [1] . Quasi-phase-matched (QPM) nonlinear mixing is another efficient approach to generating laser harmonics. Two-stage cascaded parametric generation and generation to the third harmonic in a single QPM crystal have been demonstrated [10, 11] . By judicious engineering of the poled domains of a ferroelectric crystal it should be possible to extend the QPM approach to produce multiple harmonics all in one crystal. Thus multiharmonic generation becomes a simpler task and phase fluctuation will be minimized. In this Letter, we report successful generation of the second to the sixth phasecoherent harmonics in a single periodically poled ferroelectric crystal. The second to the fifth harmonics are produced via four consecutive stages of QPM frequency mixing from the fundamental frequency. The sixth harmonic is produced via random QPM that will be explained later. The harmonics cover more than two octaves in frequency. When monochromatic light is used with such a crystal to produce the harmonics it will permit the synthesis of a train of femtosecond to subfemtosecond pulses. Cascaded QPM generation in a single crystal is stable, compact, and efficient. It can therefore be an effective means of producing repeatable and lasting ultrafast waveforms. Figure 1 depicts our scheme to obtain the first five harmonics. The input of 2406 nm is chosen simply because it is in use in another experiment. At this input wavelength, the synthesized pulses will be 8 fs apart. Note that we use only nonlinear mixing stages that involve the fundamental frequency, because this is the most effective utilization of the input pulse energy, and these mixing processes have the largest QPM periods for generation at every harmonic so that this increases the probability of success when fabricating the crystal. We use congruent grown lithium tantalate (CLT) and a multimode OPO to demonstrate the concept of monolithic multiharmonic generation. The approach certainly works for any QPM crystal material. Eventually, to synthesize periodic pulse trains, a monochromatic input will be required.
The domain periods for first-order QPM mixing of 2406 nm in CLT to the second to the fifth harmonic at 100°C, calculated using published Sellmeier equation [12] , are 34.09 m, 22.37 m, 13.14 m, and 7.99 m, respectively. The demand to achieve quasiphase matching at one crystal temperature for all stages puts a very stringent requirement on the fabrication of the crystal. The biggest challenge comes in poling the segment for generating the fifth harmonic, since it has the smallest domain period. Domain merging has limited the poling process to periods of larger than several micrometers. To circumvent this, we use second order QPM with a 25% duty cycle for the fifth harmonic stage. The period for this stage is then 15.95 m, with an estimated tolerance in domain width of 20 nm. To compensate for the smaller second-order QPM nonlinearity, we proportionately increase the length of interaction for this stage. We also aimed to produce equal amplitudes at all of the harmonics. The design length of each segment was then calculated to be 7.2, 4.0, 3.3, and 5.5 mm, respectively. The calculation was based on an incident intensity of 100 MW/ cm 2 using plane-wave approximation. Recognizing that there can be uncertainty in the accuracy of the refractive indices of CLT we designed masks to have a range of QPM periods that span across the calculated values for each of the four stages so that at least one combination of QPM periods would be right for our purpose. This results in several crystals that are fabricated for the experiment. Finally, we employ the technique of restricted domain growth to pole the crystal to minimize domain merging and to meet the tolerance on the period width [13] . Shown in Fig. 2 is a set of micrographs of areas of a successfully poled crystal where the domain period values are varied.
For the harmonic generation experiment, we used a 2 kHz nanosecond OPO tuned to around 2406 nm [14] . The linewidth of the OPO is ϳ0.5 cm −1 , and the pulse duration is 20 ns. The average power of the OPO was about 44 mW that was focused to 12.5 MW/ cm 2 at the center of the uncoated PPLT crystal. The generated collinearly propagating harmonics were dispersed with a Pellin-Broca prism for power measurements. The first experiment was to identify a crystal that can generate all five harmonics within a given wavelength and temperature parameter space. We did this by varying the crystal temperature and the OPO wavelength to find a crystal that gives the highest power at the fifth harmonic. The resulting measurements of the crystal that gives the best fifth harmonic power are shown in Fig. 3 . This crystal has periods of 34.09 m, 22.44 m, 13.18 m, and 15.90 m, respectively, for the four segments. From these results it is determined that the optimal wavelength and QPM temperature are 2410 nm and 123°C. The crystal parameters that worked: optimal wavelength, domain periods, and QPM temperature are different from the design parameters. Such differences have been reported in other QPM devices [15, 16] and they likely originate from insufficient accuracy of the Sellmeier equation for the material, in particular for the blue and shorter wavelengths.
Nearly equal conversion to every harmonic was observed from this crystal. The measured temperature dependence of the harmonics for a 2410 nm input is shown in Fig. 4 . The overall power conversion to the harmonics after correction for refractive losses is nearly 20%. Indeed the intermediate harmonics are depleted in the temperature range where the fifth harmonic is phase matched. Taking into account this depletion we find that the QPM temperature is about the same for every stage, at 123°C. The power of the harmonics is nearly equal at 123°C and 126°C as shown in the inset in Fig. 4 . Hence, this device readily provides the harmonics for subsequent synthesis of transform-limited periodic pulses. The sixth harmonic was also observed in the experiment. This harmonic is not a part of the QPM design. The measured power of this harmonic is small but is still several orders larger than what is calculated from non-phase-matched generation. We believe that this sixth harmonic results from random phase-matched generation as a consequence of slight unevenness in the fabricated domain periods [17] .
Now we compare the merits of this monolithic QPM approach with the adiabatic Raman approach for harmonic frequency comb generation. With the Raman technique a large number ͑Ͼ8-10͒ of harmonics can be produced. It is thus suitable for generating pulses with the shortest durations and synthesizing waveforms to have better precision than when using fewer harmonics. The cascaded QPM technique reported here offers complementary advantages. First, the pulse period is not locked to a Raman frequency. A crystal can be designed to work for any initial frequency or wavelength, limited only by the QPM crystal's transmission. This means Ͼ10 m when using diffusion bonded GaAs, or ϳ5 m for periodically poled CLT and CLN. Second, we have shown that the QPM process is highly efficient so that it may be possible to use quasi-cw mode-locked lasers, and even cw lasers when combined with QPM waveguide technology to generate a comb of multiple harmonics [18] . Finally, simultaneous amplitude and phase control in a monolithic QPM crystal may also be possible [19] . Asymmetry of the curves for the second to fourth harmonic is evidence of depletion at the respective stage of generation. The inset shows nearly equal power distribution of the generated harmonics and the residual power of the fundamental after passage through the crystal at 123°C and 126°C.
